SEPARATE STATEMENT

AUTHORS – SLIDE 1

SEPARATE Statement NOT Dissenting Statement:

- Most of it in the Majority Report
- But mixed there with Conflicting Views

WHY:

- Urgency of Need
- Importance of 7 Key Principles set forth in ONE PAGE

CORE IDEAS:

- BIC should really drive Policy
- FACTS – Science & Social Science – Should drive understanding of BIC

KEY PRINCIPLES

- OVERALL – SLIDE 2
- SPECIFICS – SLIDES 3&4

CONCLUSION

- Yes get out of Institutions – but matters WHERE they go and WHEN

- WHERE: Foster care not ideal: has not been in US and no reason to think will work better in Africa

- NOW is WHEN they need early nurturing homes: So if IA is where those homes to be found, place now in IA

- If BIC truly to govern, if Science & Social Science to guide, urge adoption of these 7 Principles